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Abstract—We present a multi-sensor system for consistent 3D hand pose tracking and modeling that leverages the advantages of both
wearable and optical sensors. Specifically, we employ a stretch-sensing soft glove and three IMUs in combination with an RGB-D camera.
Different sensor modalities are fused based on the availability and confidence estimation, enabling seamless hand tracking in challenging
environments with partial or even complete occlusion. To maximize the accuracy while maintaining high ease-of-use, we propose an
automated user calibration that uses the RGB-D camera data to refine both the glove mapping model and the multi-IMU system
parameters. Extensive experiments show that our setup outperforms the wearable-only approaches when the hand is in the field-of-view
and outplays the camera-only methods when the hand is occluded.
Index Terms—hand tracking, wearable sensors.
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I NTRODUCTION

H

AND modeling and tracking has emerged as an important and highly researched problem in the field of
computer graphics with numerous applications in humancomputer interaction, ergonomics, bio-mechanics, and mixed
reality. Successful application in these domains demands
high levels of accuracy in the estimated hand pose, the
potential to run in real-time, and the ability to work in a
wide range of environments.
Existing hand pose estimation and tracking solutions
largely make use of either vision-based or wearable sensors.
Vision-based approaches estimate the shape and pose of the
hand by using either multiple cameras [1], RGB-D sensors [2],
or monocular cameras [3]. However, these methods require
having the hand in the field-of-view (FoV) of the camera,
and are sensitive to motion blur and poor lighting. Wearable
device-based approaches, which leverage passive devices
such as inertial measurement units (IMUs) [4], flex sensors [5]
or stretch sensors [6, 7], can estimate the hand pose without
requiring a controlled environment and a direct line-of-sight
between the hand and the sensor. However, these passive
devices are unaware of the extrinsic shape parameters and
thus require careful and tedious calibration.
Research has been conducted towards fusing the pose outputs from both sensor modalities to overcome the drawbacks
of each individual system. Fusion of vision and wearable
sensors has been performed in [8] to estimate the position of
fingertips; however, this approach does not directly capture
the pose of all hand joints, and relies on manual calibration.
The approaches in [9] and [10] address the challenge of 3D
hand tracking using manually pre-calibrated bone lengths,
the estimation of which is highly involved and prone to
inaccuracies.
In this paper, we present a novel multi-sensor hand
tracking and modeling system based on an RGB-D camera, a
set of IMUs and a stretch-sensing glove [7] that leverages the
full advantages of both vision-based and wearable sensors
∗
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for seamless hand tracking and modeling in all conditions.
In particular, we exploit both the depth camera and the
stretch-sensing glove for consistent local 3D hand modeling.
In addition, we design a simplified skeleton model based
on only three IMUs, which is further integrated with the
observations of the depth camera for robust and accurate
global hand tracking.
We employ different existing techniques as building
blocks of our system, while our key novelty lies in how we
handle the uncertainties of the estimates from the employed
modalities. We propose a novel α-weighted approach and
exploit the extended Kalman filter for local hand modeling
and global tracking, respectively, according to their properties. Our system, including the glove mapping model
and the skeleton model parameters, can be automatically
calibrated online, which greatly facilitates the use of our
setup compared to existing systems [7, 9, 10].
Our multi-sensor setup and the fusion algorithm are integrated with ROS [11] and Unity [12], and are experimentally
validated. The proposed automatic body skeleton calibration
approach outperforms its manual counterpart and results in
superior 3D global pose estimates. Further, the proposed local
model fusion algorithm successfully estimates the confidence
values of all finger joints and results in seamless transitions
between the depth and glove poses during occlusion, as
shown in Fig. 1. Qualitative evaluations show that our
multi-sensor setup outperforms existing single sensor-based
approaches in terms of dealing with both occluded and nonoccluded cases using a unified system. Quantitatively, the
global hand position is approx. 7% and 11% more accurate
than the camera-based and IMU-based methods, respectively.
The hand pose is approx. 11% and 15% more accurate than
the camera-only and the glove-only setups, respectively.

2

R ELATED W ORK

The literature on 3D hand modeling and tracking is vast.
We briefly discuss the methods based on either vision-based
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Fig. 1: Our multi-sensor wearable successfully performs hand tracking and modeling with high accuracy. Our approach
automatically assesses whether the hand is visible to the camera (dark blue) or occluded (light blue), and combines the
advantages of both optical and wearable sensors accordingly.
systems or wearable devices alone, and then review existing
works that deal with multi-sensor fusion in the context of
hand pose estimation.
Vision-based methods
The methods using vision-based sensors can be classified
into optimization-based and learning-based approaches.
Optimization-based methods explicitly define a hand model
and estimate the hand shape and pose parameters by
minimizing the disparity between the depth information
and the reconstructed hand [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. To guarantee
generalization of the manually designed model over a wide
range of hand shapes, the works in [18, 19, 20] introduce
offline calibration procedures, wherein the user has to
replicate a set of predefined hand poses, from which the
hand model is personalized. Tkach et al. [21] propose online
calibration to make the process more intuitive and userfriendly.
Under the broad umbrella of deep neural networks,
learning-based approaches have gained a lot of attention [22].
Tompson et al. [23] employ a convolutional neural network
(CNN) to generate a probability distribution function for each
joint in the form of a heat map, from which the 2D positions
of the joints are inferred and propagated to 3D. Oberwerger
et al. [24, 25] directly regress 3D joint locations on the input
depth image. To address the highly non-linear nature of
the 2D-to-3D mapping, Ge et al. [26] convert the input 2D
depth images into a 3D point cloud, Moon et al. [27] employ
volumetric CNNs, and Baek et al. [28] learn a one-to-one
mapping between the depth input and the corresponding 3D
hand pose skeleton through generative adversarial networks
that enforce the cyclic consistency constraint (CycleGANs).
However, these approaches are parameter intensive, which
makes them computationally very inefficient [29]. This is
addressed by either splitting the pose estimation process into
multiple stages [30] or reformulating it as a dense regression
problem [31]. The latter approach currently records top
performance among learning-based approaches , which we
adopt as the backbone of our depth-to-pose model.
To address the situations when the hand is occluded,
Mueller et al. [32] train a network to estimate the correspondences and segmentation for the input depth image.
Zhou et al. [33] jointly use 2D and 3D annotated real or
synthetic image data as well as motion capture data to
improve the network performance under occlusion. However,
these methods require a large amount of training data and
can only handle partial occlusions; we resort to additional
wearable devices for better handling of occlusion.

Wearable-based methods
Wearable sensor setups for hand pose estimation are usually
constructed in the form of a data glove, where the sensors
are either embedded into the glove [6, 34, 35] or attached
to its surface [4, 7]. Wearable data gloves employ a variety
of sensors such as inertial measurement units (IMUs), flex
sensors, magnetic sensors and stretch sensors [36].
IMUs are electronic devices that measure the linear and
angular acceleration of objects using a combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes. IMUs have been widely used in
human motion capture [37, 38, 39, 40]. However, IMU sensors
are often bulky and produce noisy measurements, requiring
time-consuming calibration techniques [36, 7]. Being part of
the dead-reckoning sensor family, the commercially available
and inexpensive IMUs quickly accumulate drift, making
them re-calibration demanding.
Flex sensors, also known as flexion, bend, or angular displacement sensors, are used to measure the change in bend,
which is subsequently used to compute the angle assumed
by a joint [5]. Flex sensors have gained a lot of popularity in
commercial products, such as the CyberGlove [41], ManusVR
glove [42] and 5DT glove [43]. However, it is difficult to
layout a large number of flex sensors in a small area such as
human hands.
Stretch sensors, also known as strain sensors, are used
to measure the amount of stretch and bend in the object [44,
45]. Resistance-based stretch sensors have been adopted in
hand motion capture [35, 46, 34, 47]. The MoCap Pro Glove
from StretchSense [48] contains 16 sensing channels and can
capture hand motion for an inexperienced user. However, we
can not fine-tune, or domain transfers their commercialized
regression model using new training data obtained by a
vision-based approach. Glauser et al. [7] develop a datadriven glove based on dense stretch sensor arrays to estimate
the pose of the hand in real-time [49]. Their glove is thin,
soft, low-cost, and accurate; however, it cannot capture the
3D position and the shape of the hand, and requires minmax calibration, which can be unreliable. We address these
limitations by making use of the vision-based observations
whenever available.
Multi-sensor fusion
Various works investigate the fusion of estimates from cameras and IMUs for improved motion capture [50, 51, 52, 53, 54,
55], and for refining the calibration of wearable sensors using
their vision-based counterparts [56], which is helpful when
some of the sensors need constant re-calibration due to them
being dead-reckoning and noisy [57, 58]. Existing hybrid
tracking methods for human poses typically jointly optimize
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the pose parameters to fit the observations from different
sensors [59], or use weight averaging with a predefined
weight [60], while our method considers the uncertainty
of the camera observation via Extended Kalman Filter or
adaptive alpha-weighting, and is therefore more robust to
occlusion. Recently, research has been conducted towards
estimating the position of fingertips using a LeapMotion
sensor [61] and a flex-sensing glove [8]. However, this
approach does not actively estimate the pose of all joints
and also does not use any online calibration, which forces
the user to either undergo a lengthy calibration procedure
or stick to a generic model, which affects the accuracy of the
estimate.
We emphasize the flexibility of our sensor fusion setup:
it does not require capturing new training data whenever a
new modality, e.g., a better vision-to-pose [62] or glove-topose [63] model, becomes available.

3

OVERVIEW

3

hand shape and pose. In order to fuse the output from
different modalities, we design a confidence estimation for
hand pose capture from visual information in Section 4.1.
Moreover, we introduce a calibration method for the sensorto-pose model of the stretch-sensing wearable sensors using
the RGB-D information in Section 4.2. At last, we fuse the
3D hand pose from different sensors with a simplified hand
model adaptation.
4.1

Heatmap-based confidence estimation

For the hand pose estimation from depth, we adopt the
denseReg network [31] due to its accuracy and efficiency.
Given the input depth image, the pixel-wise 2D/3D joint heat
maps will be first estimated for each joint, and aggregated
with the clustering algorithm into a global estimate. We
further exploit the estimated 2D heat maps to estimate the
confidence of the estimated 3D hand pose.
The first-row of Fig. 3 shows examples of 2D heatmaps
obtained from the depth-based network arranged in the
decreasing order of their confidence. It can be observed that
a joint regression is reliable when the likelihood-spread in its
corresponding heatmap is small and well-defined, whereas
the regression is ambiguous when its likelihood spread is
large and has multiple maxima. We capitalize upon such
an observation and subsequently propose a feature-based
approach that uses traditional image processing techniques
coupled with the domain expertise to compute the confidence
of the generated heatmaps. Several features are proposed in
our method to capture the confidence of a given heatmap H
as below.

In this paper, we propose a multi-sensor setup for hand
modeling and tracking, as shown in Fig. 2. The setup integrates sensor readings from a stretch-sensing soft glove [7],
IMU readings and observations from the RGB-D camera,
and outputs the 3D hand shape and poses including the
orientation of each joint of the hand, and the orientation and
position of the hand in 3D space. Our setup consists of two
symbiotic main modules – local hand modeling and global hand
tracking.
The local hand modeling module, detailed in Sec. 4, fuses
the hand pose estimates from the depth camera and the
stretch-sensing glove, using depth-to-pose and sensor-topose models adapted from [31] and [7], respectively. The Background color
fusion is performed in an α-weighted fashion, where the The background colour provides a high-level estimate of
weight, α, is estimated from heatmaps – an intermediate the likelihood-spread in the heatmap. This metric, denoted
result from the depth-to-pose network. Additionally, we by fbbg , computes the natural logarithm of the mean of the
exploit the multi-modal nature of our system and use heatmap pixel values (re-scaled to [0, 65535]), i.e.,


hand poses estimated from the depth camera to implicitly
X
personalise the sensor-to-pose mapping model to each user.
1
I(x, y) ,
(1)
fbbg = log 
The global hand tracking module, described in Sec. 5,
|H|
(x,y)∈H
is based on a simplified skeleton model. It fuses the global
pose estimates from the vision as well as the multi-IMU where |H| denotes the number of pixels in the heatmap and
system and the calibrated skeleton model with known I(x, y) represents the intensity of the heatmap at coordinate
lengths for body segments to improve hand tracking accuracy. (x, y).
Furthermore, instead of a much more involved manual
calibration, which is prone to measurement errors, we Cluster count
propose an online calibration that uses the visual 3D tracking The number of clusters, n gives an estimate of the number of
c
output to automatically estimate the lengths of the body regions where the joint could have been regressed. Since each
segments.
heatmap corresponds to only one joint, the confidence of a
heatmap decreases with an increase in the number of clusters.
The
heatmap is clustered using a density-based clustering
4 L OCAL HAND MODELING
algorithm DBSCAN [64] that groups densely packed points
In order to capture the local hand pose and geometry
together and marks points in low-density regions as outliers.
consistently, we propose to utilize multiple types of sensors,
i.e., the depth camera and the stretch-sensing glove. This
Cluster variance
allows to handle the shortcomings of each modality and
The
spread of a cluster is quantified by computing the sum
estimate the hand poses robustly and accurately in all
of
the
principal diagonal entries of its covariance matrix:
conditions. As shown in Fig. 2, two models, i.e., depthnc 
to-pose and sensor-to-pose, are first utilized to generate

X
(0,0)
(1,1)
f
=
σi
+ σi
,
(2)
individual hand poses given the depth image and sensor
cov
i=1
readings, which are then fused together to generate the final
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Fig. 2: Our multi-sensor device consists of a depth camera, a set of arm-tracking inertial measurement units (IMUs), and a
hand-tracking soft glove. Our system includes global hand tracking and local hand modeling modules. When the hand is
well-positioned in front of the camera, we combine the arm and hand pose estimations of multiple sensors and use the
computed shape information to optimize our wearable modules. When the hand is moving out of FOV or being occluded,
our optimized wearable seamlessly takes over the motion capture tasks until the camera detects the hand again.
where fcov denotes the cluster covariance, nc represents the
(l,m)
number of clusters in the heatmap, and σi
represents the
value in position (l, m) of the covariance matrix of the ith
cluster.

Local maxima
Local maxima represent areas with local 2D peaks. Subsequently, the distribution of local maxima in conjunction with
their count gives an estimate of the confidence of a heatmap.
We observe that the heatmap confidence decreases with an
increase in the number of local maxima. This is due to the
presence of multiple plausible locations where the final joint
can be regressed, which makes selecting the correct location
challenging. Further, we note that for heatmaps having
the same number of local maxima, the intensity at each
maximum also determines their confidence. For instance,
the confidence of a heatmap having multiple peaks with
similar intensities is lower than that of a heatmap where
one peak significantly outweighs the others. This is because
in the former case there is an equal chance for the joint to
be regressed at any of the similarly weighted peaks, which
reduces the probability of the joint being regressed at the
correct peak. In contrast, in the latter scenario, the probability
of the joint being regressed at correct high-intensity peak
is much larger than at the other local maxima due to the
significant difference in their peak intensities. The weighted
local maxima count (flm ) is thus formulated to account for
both these observations. The base of the exponent comprises
the local maxima count, which determines the confidence
of a heatmap. The exponent term weights the different
local maxima intensity distributions and ranks the different
heatmaps having the same number of local maxima.

Specifically,

ρ = 10m−1 ·

m
Y
i=1

I(xi , yi )
Pm
,
j=1 I(xj , yj )

flm = m1+ρ ,

(3)
(4)

where m is the number of local maxima in the heatmap and
I(xi , yi ) represents the intensity at the ith local maximum.
Additionally, ρ measures the combined weight of all local
maxima, scaled by a factor of 10m−1 to ensure that the
product of weights does not become too small when multiple
local maxima exist.
Furthermore, it is observed that the distribution of local
maxima locations determines the confidence of the heatmaps.
For instance, a heatmap with multiple local maxima in close
proximity is more confident than a heatmap where the same
number of local maxima are spread throughout the image.
This observation is accounted for by defining average local
maxima distance (fd ), which is defined as

 P
(
m Pm
1
log m
i=1
j=i+1 kpi − pj k2 , if m > 1
fd =
(5)
1,
otherwise,
where m is the number of local maxima in the heatmap and
pi is the position of the ith local maximum.
Considering all the above-defined metrics, the ambiguity
of a heatmap, κ, is computed using

κ = fbbg · nc · fcov · flm · fd ,

(6)

where κ ∈ (0, ∞). The value κ is then normalised to [0, 1] to
compute the confidence α, which is in turn used in the pose
fusion algorithm:

 √1κ , if κ > k
k
α=
(7)
1,
otherwise,
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Fig. 3: Heatmaps along with the intermediate stages obtained when computing their confidence. The heatmaps are
arranged in the decreasing order of their confidence, and the
estimated confidence is recorded above each heatmap. The
first row shows the raw input heatmap, which is directly used
to compute the background color. The second row shows the
filtered heatmap, which is obtained by repeatedly blurring
and re-scaling the input. The third row shows the output
when the DBSCAN algorithm is applied on the filtered
heatmap. The output from DBSCAN is used to compute the
cluster count and cluster covariance. The filtered heatmap is
used to compute the local maxima map, shown in the last
row, wherein the yellow circles denote the positions of the
local maxima, used to compute the weighted local maxima
count and the average local maxima distance.

where k is a threshold set to 1000 in our implementation,
and α is the final, [0, 1]-bounded confidence estimate of the
heatmap.
The uncertainty of each regressed joint is subsequently
used to compute the confidence of each finger and the hand
as a whole. Empirically, a finger in the depth pose is classified
as ambiguous when at least 2 of the 4 finger joints have
confidence less than 0.4, or when the mean confidence of
all joints in the finger is less than 0.6. Similarly, the entire
hand is said to be ambiguous when more than 4 fingers are
classified as ambiguous or when more than 14 of the 23 joints
in the depth pose have confidence less than the pre-defined
threshold of 0.4. When a finger is classified as ambiguous, the
depth pose estimate for that finger is discarded, and the final
pose of the finger is assumed to be the pose obtained from
the glove. Likewise, when the entire hand is ambiguous, the
depth pose estimate is completely discarded, and the pose
estimate from the glove is assumed to be the final pose of
the hand.
4.2

Sensor-to-pose model calibration

To compute the hand pose from the stretch-sensing glove, we
adopt the sensor-to-pose model similar to [7]. The input of the
model is the mapped stretch sensor readings and the output
is the hand pose parameters. The stretch sensors require
calibration as users have a large variety of sizes and shapes
of hands. In order to handle this problem, we propose a new

5

auto-calibration method based on the visual information
for the sensor-to-pose model, which includes i) estimating
a personalized hand skeleton model, e.g., bone lengths; ii)
domain transfer for the stretch-to-pose network. Note that
we consider the unknown hand shape of a new user as the
domain gap for the pre-trained base network. Fine-tuning
such a model using the available camera information can be
viewed as calibration.
First, from the depth-to-pose estimation, we can easily
get the bone lengths by computing the average over multiple
observations with a high confidence estimate. Secondly, we
can use the estimated pose [31] with high confidence for
domain transfer of the stretch-to-pose network. To promote
fast training, we replace the UNet-based network proposed
in [7] with a significantly efficient architecture consisting of
only 2 convolutional and 4 fully-connected layers, as shown
in Fig. 4(a).
While the conventional fine-tuning method can improve
the performance of a base model on an unseen hand, we
instead use side-tuning as inspired from [65]. Model calibration using side-tuning involves the training of an additional
network from scratch whose output is concatenated to
the output of the generic network to generate the final
personalized pose estimate, as shown in Fig. 4. To this end,
our model-personalization network contains three networks,
namely, (1) the base network from Fig. 4(a), (2) a side network
containing 1 convolution and 2 fully-connected layers to
account for the errors caused by the base network, and (3) a
post-processing network consisting of 2 convolutional layers
to merge the outputs from the aforementioned networks.
During training, the parameters of the base network are
fixed, and the side network along with the post-processing
network learn to encode the characteristics pertaining to
the new user. In our experiments, we train our new base
model until convergence using 265,204 training and 33,298
validation samples. We then adapt the model to an individual
user using ∼ 500 training and ∼ 8,700 validation samples
obtained using high-confidence predictions from our depthto-pose network.
4.3

Multi-sensor fusion for hand modeling

As shown in Fig. 2, the pose estimates from depth and
stretch-sensing glove are finally fused to generate robust and
accurate local hand shape and pose. One major challenge
of multi-sensor fusion is the mismatch between the data
representations of multiple sensor modality pipelines. In this
section, we address this model mismatch challenge and fuse
the pose estimates with the joint confidence estimated in Sec.
4.1.
4.3.1 Hand model alignment
The pose estimates from the depth and glove pipelines use
different hand representations, as shown in Fig. 5, which
makes direct fusion of their outputs challenging. We denote
the hand skeleton representation used by the glove-based
and depth-based models as HG and HD , respectively. HG
uses the 39-centre model from [21] (Honline) and predicts
the flexion, abduction and rotation angles of joints in the
hand. HD regresses 23 joints on the input depth map based
on [66]’s NYU hand pose dataset. Furthermore, the HD
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Fig. 4: The architectures used to (a) map the sensor readings
from the wearable to the estimated hand pose, and (b)
calibrate the sensor-to-pose mapping model using the sidetuning approach. In the figures, the input and output are
depicted in blue and yellow respectively, while the base
network is depicted in red, the side-tuning approach in green
and the post-processing network is coloured in gray.

6

Fig. 6: Depiction of the chosen plane along which the angle
between phalanges is computed by the dot product when
the collinearity constraint of the regressed finger-joint is
violated. The plane obtained by simple dot-product is shown
in red, and the true plane along which the angle should be
computed is shown in green. We also illustrate the XYZ axes
of one joint.
computation of angles from 3D joints non-trivial. To avoid
such an ambiguity, we need to find the true planes for angle
computation, as shown in Fig. 6. First, we rigidly align the
HD with the HG using seven nodes, including the base joints
of each of the five fingers and the two wrist nodes.
After the affine transformation, we compute the merged
base joints (orange circle in Fig. 5) using the joint confidence
estimates,

cmerged = α · cdepth + (1 − α) · cglove ,

(8)

where c denotes the 3D position of the base joints, α is
the corresponding heatmap confidence. The same merging
principle is applied to joint angles fusion.

5

Fig. 5: The hand pose representation HG used by the glovebased model [21] (left), and HD used by the depth-based
model [31] (right). We define a mapping converting HG
to HD to enable the fusion of hand pose estimations. The
retained, deleted and added nodes in HG are color-coded in
blue, red and green, respectively. We classify nodes based on
their function. The nodes circled in orange, pink, violet, and
blue are referred to as “Base Joint”, “Joint 1”, and “Joint 2”,
“Joint 3”, respectively.

directly regresses the 3D positions of the joints, whereas the
HG works in the angle space to predict the angles between
phalanges.
Ideally, the phalange angles in the depth pose should
be the cosine inverse of the normalized dot product between the two adjacent phalange vectors. However, this
approach cannot be employed in practice because the depth
network independently predicts each 3D joint position
without accounting for physical constraints such as the
collinearity of joints in each finger. Such ambiguity makes the

G LOBAL H AND T RACKING

To track the global 3D hand motion in challenging scenarios,
including highly occluded and complicated environments,
we propose a sensor fusion algorithm that combines data
from an RGB-D camera and multiple IMUs, as shown in
Fig. 2. We use a simplified skeleton model for the upper
human body, which allows our model to track the 3D hand
motion using only three IMUs (BOSCH BNO055). At the
same time, from the RGB-D camera, we can also track the 3D
hand position but only as long as the hand is visible in the
camera. To make the 3D tracking robust and continuous, we
fuse both visual and wearable observations in an extended
Kalman filter (EKF). For ease of use, we exploit the visual
observations to automatically calibrate the body model
instead of a tedious manual calibration as employed by [9]
and [10].
5.1

Simplified skeleton model for upper body

Due to the noisy measurements of IMUs, Zhang et al. [67]
model the human upper limb as a skeleton structure with
two segments (upper arm and forearm) linked by a revolute
joint (elbow joint). In addition to the upper limb, Peppoloni et
al. [9] also include the clavicle, which connects the shoulder
and thorax and present a novel 7 DoFs model that allows for
the reconstruction of the human upper limb kinematics. Since
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we utilize the information from RGB-D camera mounted on
the head to target AR/VR applications, we also include the
head as part of our model.
We model the human upper body as a simplified skeleton
structure that consists of several joints and rigid segments
as shown in Fig. 7. The head is modeled as a rigid segment
connected to the trunk with a 3 DoF spherical joint at the
neck. The upper arm is connected to the trunk with a 3 DoF
spherical joint at the shoulder. The forearm is connected to
the upper arm with a 1 DoF revolute joint at the elbow. The
hand is connected to the forearm with a 3 DoF spherical joint
at the wrist. Note that we focus on tracking the right hand
in this paper, but the principle behind tracking two hands is
the same.
Using the simplified skeleton model, we only need three
IMUs to track the 3D hand. As shown in Fig. 7, we attach the
first IMU to the RGB-D camera, the second at the lateral side
of the upper arm, and the third at the lateral and flat side
of the forearm near the wrist. Three coordinate systems are
defined in our model as follows. (1) Global coordinate frame
G: the reference coordinate frame, defined by the direction
of gravity and the magnetic north pole. (2) Body coordinate
frame B: this frame is attached to the body segment at the
head (B h ), trunk (B t ), upper arm (B u ) and forearm (B f )
as depicted in Fig. 7. Currently, to simplify the system and
use fewer sensors, we make the trunk to be static while the
head and arm can be moved freely. This implies that B t , the
frame of trunk, is fixed during tracking and its pose w.r.t. the
global coordinate frame G is measured offline. 1 (3) Sensor
coordinate frame S: for the IMUs, the accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer inside share the same sensor coordinate
frame S. S h , S u and S f represent the senor coordinate frames
for IMUs attached to the camera, the upper arm, and the
forearm, respectively. For the RGB-D camera, the coordinate
frame is denoted as S c .
The IMUs are used to compute the relative rotation
information between the body coordinate frame B and the
global coordinate frame G. If the length of each body segment
is further known, we can capture the motion of each body
segment as well as the hand in a given coordinate frame,
e.g., S c .

Fig. 7: (a) Simplified skeleton model for upper body. (b)
Detailed skeleton model and layout of multiple sensors at Npose (stand upright on a horizontal surface and arm straight
alongside body vertically and thumbs forward). A represents
the origin of the camera coordinate frame; C , E , G represent
the 3-DoF spherical joint connecting the head and trunk,
trunk and upper arm, and forearm and hand, respectively. F
represents 1-DoF revolute joint connecting the forearm and
upper arm.

tracking with IMUs. We propose an auto-calibration method
for our simplified upper body model with the help of the
RGB-D information.
5.3.1 Orientation calibration between body and sensor coordinate frame
First, we calibrate the orientation between body coordinate
frames B h , B u , B f and sensor coordinate frames S h , S u , S f ,
Sh
Su
Sf
i.e., RB
h , RB u and RB f . The user is asked to keep in N-pose,
which is shown in Fig 7, for a few seconds. The rotations
Bt
Bt
Bt
from B h , B u , B f to B t , represented as RB
h , RB u , RB f ,
can be calculated in the N-pose because of the alignment of
Bt
coordinate axes as shown in Fig 7, e.g. RB
h = I . With the
Sh
Su
Sf
absolute orientation RG
, RG
, RG
from three IMUs, we get
the calibration results as,
h

5.2

3D hand tracking with RGB-D camera

When the hand is totally or even partially visible in the
camera’s view, we can track its 3D position in the camera
coordinate frame. As discussed in Sec. 4.1, the denseReg
network [31] is a state-of-the-art hand pose estimation
method based on the depth image. To simplify the system,
we directly reuse the hand pose estimation results from
the denseReg network. Specifically, we take the average 3D
position of two bottom joints, shown in Fig. 5 (b), as the
position of the hand. To quantitatively describe the noise of
observation, we utilize the confidence α in Eq. 7 of these two
joints.
5.3

Body model auto-calibration

Different users have different body shapes. Therefore a body
model calibration is required beforehand for the 3D hand
1. Our system can be easily extended by attaching another IMU on
the trunk to track the change of B t , allowing the subject to move freely.
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h

t

u

u

t

f

f

t

S
S
G
B
S
S
G
B
S
S
G
B
RB
h = RG RB t RB h , R B u = RG RB t RB u , R B f = RG RB t RB f ,
(9)

G
As B t is fixed in the current setup, RB
t can be easily
measured offline with an IMU aligning its coordinate frame
with B t .

5.3.2

Body segment length calibration using Kalman filter

Manual measurement of body segments, such as
AB, BC, CD depicted in Fig. 7, are difficult to measure
and thus, prone to measurement errors. Therefore, we
calibrate the body segment lengths automatically based
on the information provided by the RGB-D camera and
the IMUs. We employ a Kalman Filter with which we can
estimate the lengths in real-time and update the current state
recursively.
1) Process model: Let l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 , l6 denote the lengths
of AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FG. We define the state vector x as
T

x = [l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 , l6 ] .
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In our model, the body segments are rigid and their lengths
are constant. Therefore, the process model in Kalman filter
can be given by
xt = xt−1 + vt−1 ,
(11)
where vt−1 is the process noise. Here, we assume vt−1 to be
zero mean additional Gaussian white noise with covariance
matrix Q.
2) Measurement model: The measurement model relates
the measurement value z to the value of state vector x.
The RGB-D camera provides an observation of hand’s 3D
position. Three IMUs provide absolute orientations w.r.t. the
global coordinate frame G, which are also included in the
measurement model.
We use V F to denote the vector V represented in the
coordinate frame F . From Fig. 7, we can obtain the following
equations,

T
h
h
h
AC B = AB B + BC B = 0 l2 −l1 ,

T
t
t
t
(12)
CE B = CDB + DE B = l4 l3 0 ,




u
f
T
T
EF B = 0 l5 0 ,
F GB = 0 l6 0 .
Since the measurement is the 3D position of wrist in the
camera’s coordinate frame S c , the measurement model is
given by
c

h

t

u

f

S
G
B
G
B
G
B
G
B
zt =RG
(RB
+ RB
+ RB
+ RB
) + ωt
u EF
t CE
h AC
f FG

=R

Sc
Sh

h

Sh
Bh

S
G
RG
(RS
hR

G
+ RS
fR

Sf
Bf

h

t

G
B
G
AC B + RB
+ RS
uR
t CE

Su
Bu

EF B

u

f

F GB ) + ξt ,

(13)

where ξt is the measurement noise. We assume ξt to be
zero mean additional Gaussian white noise with covariance
Sc
matrix Σ. RS
h is the relative rotation between the sensor
coordinate frame of IMU on head to the camera coordinate
frame. Since the IMU is attached rigidly to the camera, it
only needs to be calibrated offline once. Specifically, we print
a grid of evenly spaced AprilTags [68] on a paper and attach
an IMU, whose sensor coordinate frame is denoted as S p .
X p , Y p are aligned with the grid and Z p is vertical to the
paper. The 3D position of each tag can be easily read in S p
and detected in S c . Then in S p and S c , we can get matrices A
and B , where each column of the matrix is the 3D coordinate
of each tag subtracted by the centroid of all tags. We use SVD
Sp
c
p
to find rotation [69] RS
as
c between S and S

[U, S, V ] = SV D(B T A)

p

RSS c = V U T .

(14)

G
G
From two IMUs, we can get RS
h and RS p respectively. So
Sh
we get RS c as
h

RSS c =

T
RSGh

p

· RSGp · RSS c .

(15)

To this end, we can see that zt is a linear combination of
xt . Therefore, the measurement model can be written as,

zt = Hxt + ωt .

(16)

The model is only updated when the hand’s 3D position
is detected by RGB-D camera. During the calibration, we do
not require the user to do any specific calibration movements,
meaning that the user can move randomly as long as the
hand is visible in camera’s view. The calibration stops when a
pre-defined number of iterations (1,000 by default) is reached.

5.4

8

Multiple sensor fusion for 3D hand tracking

Since we can track the 3D hand position with both the
optical and the orientation sensors, we utilize all available
information for the 3D hand tracking based on the multiple
sensor fusion. For this part, as the system becomes non-linear,
we apply an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to track the states
in real-time.
1) Process model: For each IMU, we define a vector y
which consists of the following three parameters:

y = [q T , ω T , bT ]T ,

(17)

where q = [q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 ]T represents the rotation from the
global coordinate frame G to the sensor coordinate frames,
ω = [ωx , ωy , ωz ]T represents the tri-axis instantaneous
angular rates expressed in the sensor coordinate frame
and b = [bx , by , bz ]T represents the drift bias because the
gyroscopes are subject to error terms such as noise and drift.
We also define p = [px , py , pz ]T as the 3D position of hand
expressed in the camera coordinate frame S c . The final state
vector x is given by
T

T

x = [pT , y h , y u T , y f ]T ,

(18)

where y h , y u and y f represent the y vector for the IMUs
attached to the camera, the upper arm and the forearm.
The general process model f is given by

xt = f (xt−1 ) + et−1 = f (xt−1 ) + [ept−1 , eht−1 , eut−1 , eft−1 ]T ,
(19)
where et−1 is the process noise. We assume et−1 to be zero
additional Gaussian white noise with covariance matrix Q.
f
For eht−1 , eut−1 and et−1 , there are three components including
q
the quaternion noise et−1 , the angular velocity noise eω
t−1 ,
b
and the bias noise et−1 .
The hand position p, similar to Equation 13, is given by
the kinematic model of our skeleton structure as
c

h

t

u

f

S
G
B
G
B
G
B
G
B
pt =RG
(RB
+ RB
+ RB
+ RB
)
u EF
t CE
f EF
h AC

+ ept−1 .

(20)

For each IMU, we use first order Runge-Kutta to update
the quaternion as follows:
 


0
q0
∆t ωx
q1 

=
I
+
q 


2
2 ωy
q3 t
ωz

−ωx
0
−ωz
ωy

−ωy
ωz
0
−ωx

  
−ωz
q0
−ωy  q1 
+ eqt−1 ,
ωx  q2 
0
q3 t−1
(21)

where ∆t is the sampling time (about 0.015s in our implementation). Since the sampling time ∆t is quite short, we
model motion with constant angular velocity as

ωt = ωt−1 + eω
t−1 .

(22)

The slow variation of the gyroscope bias is modeled as a
first-order Markov Process driven by a white Gaussian noise
ebt−1 [67], i.e.,
bt = bt−1 + ebt−1 .
(23)
2) Measurement model: The RGB-D camera provides
the observation of hand’s 3D position. The three IMUs
provide the following two types of measurement: 1) absolute
orientation w.r.t. global coordinate frame G and 2) angular
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velocity expressed in the sensor coordinate frame. The
generalized form of the measurement model is given by
 p
 p
zt
vt
zth 
vth 

 
zt = 
(24)
ztu  = h(xt ) + vt = h(xt ) + vtu  ,

ztf

p

ztp = pt + vtp ,

(25)

where pt is the vector for hand position in state vector x,
expressed in the camera coordinate frame S c .
q
For each IMU, we decompose zt into zt (measurement
ω
of quaternion) and zt (measurement of angular velocity).
q
We decompose the noise vt into vt (noise of quaternion)
and vtω (noise of angular velocity) respectively. The absolute
orientation output of an IMU is the rotation from the
global coordinate frame to sensor coordinate frame and the
angular velocity output of an IMU is expressed in the sensor
coordinate frame. We write the measurements for each IMU
as

ztq = q t + vtq ,

(26)

where q t is the quaternion component for each IMU in the
state vector x.

ztω = ωt + bt + vtq ,

(27)

where ωt and bt are the angular velocity and the bias
components for each IMU in the state vector x.
Our fusion method runs very efficiently and is thus able
to fuse the visual and IMU information to estimate the global
position and rotation of the hand in real-time.

R ESULTS

Our multi-sensor device is shown in Fig. 2, and we synchronize all signals from different sensors using the timestamps
recorded by the ROS framework. We evaluate our proposed
multi-sensor setup in two steps. In the first part, we investigate the performance of the heatmap confidence estimate and
evaluate the local hand pose fusion algorithm quantitatively
and qualitatively. In a second part, we assess the global hand
position tracking quantitatively with multi-sensor fusion.
6.1

HM
HMC

0.857

0.011

0.025

0.139

0.097

0.707

0.656

0.764

(a)

vtf

where zt is the measurement of wrist position in camera
f
coordinate frame, zth , ztu and zt are measurements for
the IMUs attached to the camera, the upper arm and the
forearm. vt is the measurement noise which is assumed to be
zero-mean additional Gaussian white noise with covariance
matrix Σ.
The RGB-D camera measures the 3D hand position in
the camera coordinate frame S c , therefore, we have a simple
model relating this measurement to the state as

6

9

Local pose fusion evaluation

We first assess the performance of the proposed heatmap
confidence in Sec. 6.1.1 qualitatively, and then evaluate our
pose fusion algorithm quantitatively and qualitatively in Sec.
6.1.2 and Sec. 6.1.3 respectively.

HM
HMC

0.710

0.740
(b)

TABLE 1: Cases where our heatmap confidence (HMC) estimation (a) successfully estimates the confidence of different
types of heatmaps (HM), and (b) produce unsatisfactory
results, where high confidence estimates to otherwise ambiguous heatmaps, when the main cluster has artefacts such
as comet-like tails around it.
Heatmap

fbbg

nc

fcov

flm

fd

α

(a)

10.53

4.00

1028.45

12.31

5.62

0.018

(b)

8.97

1.00

482.367

8.11

2.85

0.100

(c)

8.40

1.00

204.43

1.0

1.0

0.763

(d)

8.19

1.00

145.21

1.0

1.0

0.917

TABLE 2: Breakdown of the heatmap confidence components.
The higher the α value, the higher the confidence in the
depth-to-pose model.

6.1.1

Heatmap confidence evaluation

We assess the performance of the proposed heatmap confidence estimation algorithm by qualitatively evaluating it using 10 samples that cover the spectrum of possible heatmaps.
As shown in Table 1 (a), our proposed algorithm successfully
detects both highly confident and highly ambiguous heatmap
samples. Furthermore, our algorithm precisely determines
the relative confidence of heatmaps. For instance, the last
heatmap in Table 1 (a), which has a larger distance between
its two clusters as compared to its fourth column counterpart,
is correctly predicted to be less confident than the latter.
However, as observed in Table 1 (b), our algorithm tends
to falter in cases when there are multiple artefacts such as
comet-like tails behind, and ring-like features in proximity to
the main cluster. Such failure cases could be captured either
by using a more comprehensive feature-set or by using a
data-driven approach.
We also present a breakdown of the contribution of each
component in our heatmap-based confidence estimation
algorithm in Table 2. We observe that our algorithm generates
coherent values for a wide variety of heatmaps encapsulating
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the entire spectrum of heatmaps. Table 2(a) shows that our
algorithm estimates a very low confidence value for those
α−
κ+
α+
Model fbbg
nc
fcov
flm
fd
κ−
pred
pred
pred
pred
ambiguous heatmaps, while it estimates a high confidence
1.0
8.21
1.0
M1
X
9.63
value for those distinct heatmaps in Table 2(d). Examining
M2
X
X
1.0
8.21
1.0
19.75
M3
X
X
X
0.36
1389.78
0.85
15529.23
the fbbg values in the first column, we observe that the
M4
X
X
X
X
0.08
1389.78
0.852
563446.29
value is high when the background of the heatmap is
M5
X
X
X
X
X
0.05
1389.78
0.852
2536872.00
predominantly white, which follows our design paradigm
in Sec. 4.1. Similarly, fcov also decreases with a decrease in TABLE 3: Ablation study highlighting the utility of various
the spread of the clusters, which can be noted by looking at components in our heatmap confidence estimation algorithm.
the fcov value of (d), which is nearly an order of magnitude κ and α follow from their definitions in Eqs. (6) and (7). The
smaller than that of (a). Further, (c) and (d) contain only + and − superscripts on κ and α denote positive (confident)
−
one local maximum and thus have flm = fd = 1, while (a), and negative (unconfident) heatmaps respectively. αpred
and
+
(b) exhibit high flm and fd values due to the presence of αpred are the model prediction when the ground-truth should
multiple local maxima.
be 0 or 1, respectively Each row shows the estimate of a
Additionally, we perform an ablation study to understand different model, M5 is the default model we use.
the utility of the various components of our heatmap-based
confidence estimation function. Table 3 presents the results
of this ablation study, where we compare the non-scaled
κ and the scaled α values of the positive (confident) and
negative (unconfident) heatmaps for the middle top joint.
We manually select and label 10 positive heatmaps and 10
negative heatmaps (of the same finger joint) as our ground
truth data.
We evaluate five different versions and M5 is the full
model we use. In model M1, we use only fbbg to estimate
the heatmap confidence. We observe that both the κ and α
values are very close to each other, which makes differentiating between the confident and unconfident examples very
challenging. Upon adding nc in model M2, we observe that
the difference between the confidence estimates increases by
nearly 2 times. We account for the cluster-spread using the
fcov term in model M3, which results in a significant difference between the confident and unconfident heatmaps, with
the κ value of unconfident heatmaps being nearly an order
of magnitude larger than the confident heatmaps. At this
stage, we also observe a significant difference between the
α values, which helps us distinguish between the different
kinds of heatmaps. In model M4 and M5 we introduce terms
that account for both the number and the spread of local
maxima in the heatmaps. These terms further improve the
disparity between the positive and negative heatmaps, with
the final κ value for negative samples being nearly three
orders of magnitude larger than the positive samples. This
large disparity allows for the easy differentiation between
the positive and negative samples, improving the reliability
of the heatmap confidence estimate.
6.1.2 Quantitative evaluation
To evaluate our pose fusion algorithm quantitatively, we
compare the accuracy of the phalange angles estimated from
the depth, glove and merged pose estimates with those
from [21]. Since it is difficult to obtain the ground truth hand
poses, we regard the output of [21] as our reference, which
is an optimization-based method used to obtain the training
data for the glove model and has the state-of-the-art accuracy
when the hand is not occluded. Note that [21] needs some
frames until convergence to obtain handshape parameters.
The results of three different runs are shown in Fig.
8. Note that the depth and merged pose estimates are
able to accurately predict the phalange angles over various
hand poses with very limited deviation from the reference.

Fig. 8: Comparison of the angles (mean angle of all joints)
estimated using the depth (orange), glove (green) and
merged poses (blue) with those of the reference (purple)
obtained from [21]. The angles from merged pose align with
those from depth pose for most of hand poses because the
hand is in the FOV for most input frames. However, when the
depth pose becomes ambiguous and the heatmap confidence
drops, the merged pose automatically gives more weight to
the glove pose and continues to provide reliable hand pose
estimates.
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Run

Depth

Glove

Merged

1

µ (rad)
e (rad)
x
σ 2 (rad2 )

0.170
0.112
0.045

0.209
0.144
0.039

0.142
0.098
0.026

2

µ (rad)
e (rad)
x
σ 2 (rad2 )

0.237
0.165
0.069

0.222
0.159
0.040

0.206
0.157
0.039

3

µ (rad)
e (rad)
x
σ 2 (rad2 )

0.200
0.132
0.055

0.249
0.186
0.050

0.182
0.125
0.037

TABLE 4: Mean (µ), median (e
x), and variance (σ 2 ) of the
absolute deviation of the mean joint angle predicted by
the depth, glove and merged poses as compared to the
reference angle from [21] for the three runs depicted in Fig.
8. 4000 unseen frames are used in this experiment. The mean
deviation of the merged pose is significantly better than
either the depth or the glove pose thus indicating an overall
improvement in the accuracy of the pose estimate due to the
use of our fusion pipeline.

Fig. 9: A failure case. The depth, glove and merged pose
estimates for the scenario at 213 s in Run 1 as shown in Fig. 8.
The glove pose accurately estimates the pose of the hand, but
since the phalange angle is computed incorrectly from the
depth pose, which has a high confidence value, the merged
pose biases towards it and outputs an incorrect pose estimate.

Furthermore, the phalange angles estimated from the merged
pose are coherent with those computed from the depth for
an extensive set of hand poses, and such a behaviour can
be attributed to the high certainty of the regressed joints in
the depth pose which makes the blending parameter α to
be closer to 1, thus favouring the depth pose over the glove
pose. However, in cases where the depth pose is ambiguous
and contains a lot of error, for example when the hand is
curled in the form of a fist at around 168 s in Run 2, the
confidence in the depth pose decreases, and the merged pose
gives more weight to the angle estimated by the glove.
However, although the angle predicted by the glove is
more accurate than that of the depth, the merged angle
prioritises the latter over the former, and such an inconsistency can be classified as a failure case, for instance at
around 213 s in Run 1. Fig. 9 shows the depth, glove and
merged poses for this specific case, from which it can be
inferred that the angle at the Pinky Top joint is estimated
pinky top
incorrectly but confidently (αθ
= 0.769) from the
depth pose. Such a high confidence estimate causes the
merged pose to bias towards the incorrect pose from the
depth, resulting in the final merged pose being incorrect.
This failure can be attributed to an error in the depth pose
estimation network that confidently regresses the joint at the
wrong location resulting in an incorrect angle estimate. This
failure can be addressed by either (1) replacing the depth
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pose estimation network used in our experiments with the
current state-of-the-art to reduce the frequency of such errors,
or (2) using temperature-scaling to re-scale the heatmaps in
a post-processing step that accounts for the uncertainty in
the pose obtained from the depth pose estimation network.
Table 4 compares the mean, median and variance of the
absolute deviation of the angles estimated by the depth, glove
and merged poses from those of the reference from [21]. Note
that the error in the merged pose estimate are significantly
smaller than either the depth pose or the glove pose.
Furthermore, the variance of the merged pose is relatively
smaller than either the depth or glove pose which indicates
that the merged pose estimate is not only less noisy but
also more consistent with the reference. These observations
thus show that the output from our pose fusion algorithm is
superior to that from either sensor modality alone.
6.1.3

Qualitative evaluation

We qualitatively assess the performance of our algorithm
by both projecting the merged pose estimate onto the input
depth image to evaluate the coherence between them, and
manipulating a 3D hand mesh to obtain a holistic view of the
pose estimate in two real-world scenarios, namely, unoccluded
and occluded scenes, are used for the evaluation. Using the
former, we evaluate components of our fusion approach
such as finger-straightening, whereas using the latter, we
test the transitioning and pose-changing ability of our fusion
algorithm when a foreign object actively occludes the hand.
Note that to visualize the 3D hand model, we manually
build the hand mesh and apply rigging by mapping the
hand skeleton HG to the one in Unity [12].
Scenario 1 - No Occlusion
Fig. 10 qualitatively evaluates the depth, glove and merged
pose estimates by projecting the 3D hand skeleton on the
input depth images using scenarios with self-occlusion, but
no foreign body occlusion. It can be noted that the depth
network from [31] is able to accurately estimate the pose of
the hand even in cases where the fingers self-occlude some
joints. Moreover, the finger-joint collinearity constraint is
often violated in the depth pose, resulting in the estimated
finger pose being unrealistic and improbable. The glove pose,
on the other hand, though noisy and relatively inaccurate,
gives a high-level estimate of the hand pose at most cases.
Furthermore, being an α-weighted fusion of the depth and
glove pose estimates, the merged pose adopts the best
characteristics from its parent poses, and is able to reliably
handle cases where either pose estimate fails. For instance,
the merged pose accounts for the failure of the depth pose
by using the corresponding information from the glove pose,
and also enforces the collinearity constraint in the fingers
making the pose realistic and plausible. Lastly, the fingerwise pose merging can also be seen in action in column 1
of Fig. 10 where the thumb is directly adopted from the depth
pose whereas the other less-confident fingers are adopted
from the glove pose.
Scenario 2 - Occlusion
Fig. 11 (a), Fig. 11 (b) and Fig. 11 (c) qualitatively assess the
performance of the pose fusion algorithm when the hand
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Fig. 10: Comparison on hand pose estimation. From top to bottom: RGB input, hand pose estimation of image-based [31],
wearable-based [7], and our sensor fusion method.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11: Qualitative evaluations of the depth, glove and merged poses when (a) the hand is being occluded by a foreign
object, (b) the pose of the hand is changed behind the occlusion, and (c) the foreign object occluding the hand is gradually
removed. We see that the pose fusion algorithm can smoothly transition from relying on both the depth and glove poses
when the hand is unoccluded to using only the glove when the hand is fully occluded in both scenarios, where the foreign
occlusion is gradually introduced and removed. Furthermore, the pose fusion algorithm works reliably even when the depth
pose is unavailable for extended periods of time. These abilities of our pose fusion algorithm make the final merged pose
superior to using only the depth or glove pose.
is actively being occluded by a foreign object under three
scenarios, namely, 1) the hand is initially unoccluded and
a foreign object starts occluding it, 2) the hand is already
occluded and the pose of the hand is changed behind the
occlusion, and 3) the hand is initially occluded and the
occluding object is gradually removed.
It can be observed in Fig. 11 (a) that the pose fusion
algorithm is able to smoothly transition from relying on
using both the depth and glove poses to using only the glove
pose when the hand is fully occluded. When there is no
foreign object in the segmented depth image in Row 1, the
confidence in the depth pose is high, and the merged pose
biases towards it. As the foreign object starts occluding the
hand, the depth pose becomes more ambiguous till the time
no hand is visible, and the depth pose resorts to using the
default hand pose. Meanwhile, the merged pose starts giving

more weight to the glove pose, which is shown by the change
in colour of the merged mesh from orange to green. This
example demonstrates 1) our heatmap confidence estimation
algorithm is able to estimate the confidence of the depth pose
efficiently, and 2) our pose fusion algorithm can smoothly
transition from using both the depth and glove poses to
using only the glove pose when the hand is fully occluded.
Furthermore, Fig. 11 (b) shows that the change in hand
pose when the hand is fully occluded is also effectively
captured. Since the hand is fully occluded, the camera is
rendered useless, and the depth pose uses the default hand
pose and returns confidence of 0. Thus, the merged pose
estimate fully relies on the glove pose estimate and directly
returns the pose estimated from the glove.
Lastly, Fig. 11 (c) show that the removal of the foreign
object occluding the hand is also accurately captured by
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Fig. 12: Comparison of the absolute mean angles as estimated
by the generic network (green) from [7], the fine-tuning
(red) and side-tuning (greyish-blue) model personalisation
approaches, and the the reference (purple) angles from [21].
The generic network has the largest error and performs the
worst.
Mapping Model
[7]
Fine-Tuning
Side-Tuning

µ (rad)

e (rad)
x

σ 2 (rad2 )

0.361
0.206
0.209

0.307
0.153
0.144

0.071
0.035
0.039

TABLE 5: Mean (µ), median (e
x), and variance (σ 2 ) of the
absolute deviation of the average joint angle estimated by
the generic network from [7] and the calibrated models
created using the fine-tuning and side-tuning. Both the
calibration approaches have similar inference performance,
but are significantly better than the generic network from [7].

our method. As the occlusion is removed, the depth pose
estimate becomes more accurate, and the confidence in the
depth pose also increases. Consequently, the merged pose
starts giving more weight to the depth pose, and the final
merged pose output becomes more accurate. This increase
in accuracy is explicitly captured by the change in the pose
of the pinky finger. The pinky finger in the merged pose is
initially bent as a result of the glove overestimating the joint
angle, but as the occlusion is removed, the pinky finger in
the merged pose starts reflecting the more accurate depth
pose. When the occlusion in fully removed, the merged pose
gives a high weight to the depth pose and almost exactly
reflects it.
The two scenarios - No Occlusion and Occlusion - show
that our pose fusion algorithm can handle both unoccluded
and complex occlusion scenes, and it can thus be concluded
that our merged pose output is superior to using either only
the depth pose from the depth camera or only the glove pose
from the stretch-sensing glove.
6.1.4

Fine-tuning vs. side-tuning

Fig. 12 compares the mean joint angles predicted by the
generic model from [7], our fine-tuning-based and sidetuning-based user-calibrated model as compared to the
reference angles from [21]. The models calibrated using
both fine-tuning and side-tuning perform considerably better
than the generic model with a mean absolute error of
0.206 rad and 0.209 rad respectively as compared to an error
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Fig. 13: A plot of the validation loss as a function of the step
count for both the fine-tuning and side-tuning approaches.
In the plot, fine-tuning is denoted using red, while sidetuning is represented in grey. The side-tuning architecture
converges faster and to a smaller validation error than its
fine-tuning counterpart, which makes it an ideal for online
model calibration.
of 0.361 rad of the generic model as recorded in Table 5.
However, since both model calibration approaches report
similar errors and perform equally well, choosing one over
the other requires comparison of their training convergence
rates. Fig. 13 plots the validation loss during the training
of the model calibration approaches as a function of the
number of training steps using ∼ 500 training and ∼ 8700
validation samples. It can be inferred from the figure that the
side-tuning-based approach converges faster with smaller
validation error than its fine-tuning counterpart. Since model
calibration is performed online, faster convergence of the
network results in quicker access to an improved and
more accurate hand pose estimate, which enhances the
user experience and makes the calibration process less timeconsuming.
6.2

Global hand tracking evaluation

When the hand can be detected by the RGB-D camera,
the 3D joint position can be estimated accurately with an
average error smaller than 10 mm, as reported by denseReg
network [31]. Therefore, when the hand is visible in the
camera, our fused estimate can be as accurate as the estimate
from the RGB-D camera since a small covariance is assigned
for it during filtering. It is essential to evaluate the quality
of the estimate for challenging situations when the hand is
not detected with the camera. Under this circumstance, the
system can only count on the estimate using the skeleton
model, which should reasonably localize the hand as well.
As shown in Fig. 14, to evaluate the accuracy of the
estimate only using the skeleton model, we compute its error
compared with the estimate using denseReg network [31]
when the hand is detected with the camera. For our system
with an auto-calibrated skeleton model, the average error
is about 5.77 cm. This means that even when the camera
provides no observation as the hand is occluded or moved
out of field-of-view, our multi-sensor fusion system can still
track the hand position within a reasonable error range.
In Fig. 15, we further visualize the tracking performance
in two consecutive frames. For the first frame, we occlude
the camera with paper, and only the skeleton model can be
used for the global pose estimation. Then we keep the hand
static and remove the paper for the second frame when the
skeleton model and the camera observation are used. From
the figure, we can see that the 3D position estimates between
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Fig. 14: Cumulative distribution function of the 3D translation error between the estimate using skeleton model as well
as IMU readings and the estimate from the camera using
denseReg network [31]. Two skeleton models are used in
the evaluation, which is auto-calibrated with our proposed
method and measured manually.

Fig. 15: Qualitative evaluation of the tracking performance
in a challenging situation (hand is static). Left: the camera is
fully occluded by paper. Right: after removing the occlusion,
our tracking system takes the available observation from the
camera as an input to compute the fused estimate. The fused
results using only the skeleton model (left) and both the the
skeleton model as well as the camera observation (right) has
small discrepancy.

the RGB-D camera whenever the hand is in view. For the
local hand modeling, we combine the hand pose estimates
from the stretch sensor and the RGB-D camera using an
uncertainty metric computed from the heatmaps generated
by the depth-to-pose model. Additionally, we show how
the visual observations can be exploited to auto-calibrate
both the stretch-sensing glove and the multi-IMU system to
further push the accuracy of the overall algorithm. Extensive
experimentation shows that our multi-sensor method outperforms existing camera-based and wearable-based methods
in terms of accuracy, robustness, and calibration effort.
Currently, the trunk of the user needs to be static during
the experiments. Under our framework, we can extend the
system by attaching another IMU on the trunk to track its
movement. Then the user can move freely. An obvious next
step, would be to extend the proposed setup to allow for
capturing both hands, the upper body, or even the full-body
motion. As a challenging engineering task, one could try to
integrate our setup with the state-of-the-art AR/VR headsets
(e.g., HoloLens 2 [70] and Occulus Quest [71]) that equipped
with cameras already. Another interesting direction is a
possible replacement of the IMUs with a series of stretch
sensors ( [49] integrated into a textile sleeve.
Furthermore, it would be compelling to also design and
add an uncertainty estimator for the sensor-to-pose model
and build a universal pose fusion model. To further enhance
the tracking and modeling accuracy, it could be beneficial
not only to extract a skeletal hand representation but also a
dense surface reconstruction from the depth point cloud [72].
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